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GAPS IN THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM

FOR SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS

ROBERT M. KAUFFMAN

ABSTRACT.   Consider the equation (D2 + A + aE)f = 0, where  a is a

positive real number, E  is the n X n   identity matrix, A   is a continuously

differentiable function from L0, oo)  to the  n x n   Hermitian matrices, and

A   and A    are bounded.  It is shown that, if   a. is large with respect to

Halloo» tnere are small positive numbers  X   such that, for every solution /

to the equation (Ö    + A + aE )f = 0, e~    f(t) is square integrable, but

e     f(t)  is not.  It is also shown that, if  a is large with respect to   H^H^,

there is a real number  X  close to zero such that  X  is in the essential

spectrum of any selfadjoint operator in L     associated with D    + A + aE.

These results generalize the results of Hartman and Putnam, who proved

these statements for the scalar case  n = 1.

The equation  y   + A(t)y — 0, where  A  is a continuous function from

[0, oo) to the  n x n Hermitian matrices, occurs often in mechanics.  If A(t)

is periodic, this equation is equivalent, by a periodic change of variables,

to the equation z  = Rz, where Risa constant 2n x 2n matrix. If R has

no multiple eigenvalues, and if all eigenvalues have a nonzero real part, it

follows that range L.  is closed, where  L = D    + A, and  D = d/dt.   Thus,

if  R has no multiple eigenvalues, and range  EQ  is not closed, and  A is

periodic, it follows that there exist bounded solutions to the equation Ly =

0. (In the scalar case, every solution is bounded.) Thus it is of interest

to know when range  L     is closed.

Even if range E     is closed, we can attempt to calculate the rate of

growth of solutions.  We study both these questions in this paper.  Our re-

sults are not limited to the case where   A is periodic, but work whenever

A and  A    ate bounded.

The results may be stated as follows. If A is a bounded function from

[0, oo) to the n x n Hermitian matrices, with A continuously differentiable

and A' bounded, let  |(Aj^ denote lubí|A(í)|: t £ [0, oo)j, where for any
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n x n matrix ß, |ß|    = lubj ( Bx, Bx)/(x, x)\, with ( ,    ) denoting the usual

inner product in  Cn.   Let KA = glb{||A - AE^: A e [0, oo)j, where  E is the

n x n identity matrix.  Then, if  {{A^ is very large with respect to  KA,

there are very small real numbers  A such that (E + AE)Q  does not have

closed range.   Furthermore, if  ||A||oo is large with respect to  K., there are

very small positive real numbers  A such that, for every / with  Lf = 0,

eXt\f(t)\  is not in  E 2[0, oo), but  e_X'|/(i)|   and  e~Xt\f'(t)\   converge to zero

as  t approaches infinity, where, for v £ Cn, \v\ = (( v, v ))   .  How large

¡All^  needs to be with respect to  KA  depends only on how large   ||A ||      is.

Precise estimates are contained in the results.

For the one dimensional case, when  A  is a real valued function, these

results, with somewhat different estimates and quite different methods of

proof, were obtained by Hartman and Putnam 13].  Their methods do not ap-

pear to extend to the case of a second order system.

We recapitulate some known results about differential operators.

Notation.   E-LO, oo) denotes the space of measurable functions / from

[0, oo) into complex  n dimensional space  C"   such that  ( /, / ) is in E,[0, oo),

where   (  ,   ) denotes the dot product in  C".   E"[0, oo) is clearly a Hubert

space, with inner product denoted by ( , ).

Notation.   Throughout the paper, let S denote the set of all /   in

L"[0, oo) such that Df is absolutely continuous and D / is in E"[0, oo),

where D = d/dt.  It is well known that for f £ S, Df £ L"[0, oo).

Definition.  Let L = D   + XD + B, where A is a real number, and B  be

a bounded continuous function from [0, oo) to the n x n complex Hermitian

matrices.  Let  E „   denote the restriction of L   to  S.   L,,  is called the maxi-

mal operator associated with E.

Notation.   Let  E  be as in the previous definition.   Then  E     denotes the

expression  D    - XD + B.

Notation. Let   SQ  denote the set of all f in S such that /(0) = Df(0) =

0.

Definition. Let E be as in the above definitions. Let EQ denote the

restriction of E to S~. E„ is called the minimal operator associated with

E.

Theorem 1.  Suppose that L = D   + XD + B, where X is real and B  is

a continuous, bounded function from [0, oo)  to the complex n x n Hermitian

matrices.   Then (EQ)   = (E  )„.

Notation.   Let LR  denote the restriction of L to C™(0, oo).
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Theorem 2.   Let L   be as in Theorem 1.   Then LQ   is the closure of L „.

Remark.  Both of these theorems are well known in the scalar case,

and seem to be fairly well known in the present context, although the proofs

in the matrix case may not be easily accessible in print.   The general case

can be proved fairly easily by using the scalar case, or alternatively by

using the methods used, in the scalar case, by Dunford and Schwartz [lj.

The following theorem was proved by Kauffman [4].  It follows fairly easily

from the fact that S is a  2« dimensional extension of SQ.

Theorem 3.  Suppose that tange LQ   is closed, where L   is as in Theo-

rems 1  and 2.   Then nullity L + nullity (L  )„ = 2n.

Definition.   A Fredholm operator is a closed linear operator with closed

range, finite nullity, and finite deficiency.  The index of a Fredholm opera-

tor is its nullity minus the deficiency of its range.

Theorem 4.  Suppose T is a Fredholm operator.   Suppose that domain B

contains domain T, where B  is a closed linear operator.   Then there is a

<5 > 0  such that, if \X\ + \a\ < 8, index(T + AB + al) = index T, where I is

the identity operator, and where  T, B  and I act in E"[0, o.).

Theorem 4 is a special case of [2, Theorem V.3.6, p. 122] since, by

Theorem V.3.6, B  is  T bounded.

Notation.   Throughout this paper, / denotes the identity operator in

E^[0, oo).

We are now ready to begin our main results.

Notation.  Let A be as above.  Then  KA, as before, denotes

gib í|| A - AEll^: A £ [0, oo)j,   with  E the n x n identity matrix.

Theorem 5.   Suppose that  A  is a continuously differentiable function

from [0, oo)  to the n x n  complex Hermitian matrices.   Suppose that both  A

and A    are bounded.   Let 8 be a positive real number.   Then, if ||A||     +

8   > (||A H^/28) + 2Kj, it follows that, for every solution f to the equation

(D2 + A)f = 0, e~Stf(t) and e~llj'(t) are in L"[0, oo)  and converge to zero

as t approaches infinity, but  e  lf(t)  is not in E"[0, oo).

Proof.  For any real A, let the differential expression  Q.   be defined

by Q . = D   + 2XD + A + X E.  Note that, for any twice differentiable /, Q  f

= e~Xt(D2 + A)(extf).  Also, (Q¿+Qx = (D2 + A + X2E)2 - 4A2D2 - 2AA'.

We first show that, if  ¡{A^ - 2KA > \\A'H^IAI, range (ßx)0  is

closed.  The conclusion will eventually follow from this fact.
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If range (Ö, )0 is not closed, there is a sequence /    in  C^(0, oo), with

||/  || = 1, and   \\Q.f  ||   converging to zero, since otherwise ((£?> )d)~     would

be a bounded linear transformation from range (Q   )R into E2[0, oo), and

therefore the same would be true of ((Q. )0)_  •  Since (ö,)0  is a closed

operator, if ((Q.)çi)~     were continuous, range (Q   )Q  would be closed.

Since (Qxfn. öA/„) converges to zero, and since (Qxf„. QxfJ =

((ô>) Q\f„> / ), it   follows   from   our   formula   for   (Q ) Q   that
a a  n     n A   A

((- X D   - 2XA")f , f ) becomes eventually less than any positive number

as n becomes large, since ((D   + A + A £)/,/)> 0.  Thus, for any e > 0,

as n becomes large, 4X2\\DfJ2 becomes less than 2|A| IKH^ + e, and ||£>/J2 be-

comes less than ||A'||oo/2lA| - <r/4A2.

Let A    be a nonnegative real number such that  ||A - AgE^ = KA. Then,

for any  e > 0, when  n is large,

^2 + A)fn,fn)^-\\DfJ2 + (Afn,fn)

>-\\A'\\j2\X\ - e/AX2 + ((A - XQE)fn, fj + XQ(fn, fj

>-\\A'\\j2\X\-e/X2-KA + X0.

Since   || Q   f  \\   converges to zero, it follows that ((D    + A + A  E)f , f )

converges to zero, since 2X(Df , f ) has real part zero. However, since

for any e > 0,

((D2 + A + A2E)/n, fn) > A0 + A2 - WA'WJ^Xl - e/X2 - KA

when  n is large, we have a contradiction, provided that A. + A   - ||A'||oo/2|A|

- KA > 0.   But   AQ > || A ||^ - KA.   Thus, if  8  is a positive real number

with  ||A||^ + S2 > (llA'H^/25) + 2KA, tange (QK)Q is closed when  |A| > 5.

Now, if range  (Q ,)„  is closed, range  (Q . L,  is closed, since  (2>)m

is a 2n dimensional extension of (Q   )„, and since a finite dimensional extension of

a closed subspace is closed.  Furthermore, since ((Q,)w)    is (2_x)0, an<3

since any / in domain (Q_x)0 has  /(0) = Df(0) = 0, it follows that, when

range (Qx)0 is closed, (Q   )M  is surjective, and therefore index (Q X)M =

nullity (QX)M.

Since each (QX)M is a Fredholm operator, it follows from Theorem 4

that index (Q.)M is constant on the set of all A > 8 and on the set of all

X <- 8, although the two constants may be different.

Since  A is bounded, there is a A so large that  e~    f(t) is in  L2[0, oo)

for all solutions  / to the equation  (D    + A) f - 0.  But, if Q   g = 0, then

(D2 + A)(extg(t)) = 0, so g(t) = e~Xtf(t), with (D2 + A)/=0.  Thus, for A
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large, nullity (QX)M = 2n.   Therefore, for all  A > <5, nullity (Q   )M = 2n.

Since (2 . )   = Q_x , it follows from Theorem 3 that nullity (Q.)M = 0  for

all A < - 8. Thus, for any A > 8, e     f(t) is not in E"[0, oo) for any solution

/ to the equation  (D2 + A)f = 0, but  e~ Xtf(t) £ L"[0, oo).   All that is required

to complete the proof is to show that, if (D    + A)f = 0, e~ "'fit) and

e      /'(/) converge to zero as  t approaches infinity.

Since e~Stf(t) is in S, it follows that (e~îlf(t))' is in E*[0, oo). But

for any function h, if h and h' ate in L'ÍO, oo), h(t) converges to zero as

t approaches infinity. Thus, in particular, e~ ' fit) converges to zero as t

approaches infinity.

Since  (e_S7(0)' is in  E*[0, oo), and since  e'^'fd) is also in  E^[0, oo),

it follows that  e~ ~lf'(t) is in  E 2[0, oo).  It is then easy to show that

(e~  tf'(t))" is in  E"[0, oo), so that, by the above argument, e       f (t)  con-

verges to zero as   /  approaches infinity.   Theorem 5 is proved.

Theorem 6.   Let  A  be a continuously differentiable junction from [0, oo)

to the n x n  complex Hermitian matrices.   Suppose that both   A  and A    are

bounded.   Let 8 be a positive real number.   Let  C be a positive real number

such that C2 < 8, and (8 - C2)2 > 2C\\A'\\oo.   Then, if 11^+ C2 > (\\A'\\oo/2C)

+ 2KA,  there is a real number X  with   \X\ < 8  such that (D    + A + XE)Q

does not have closed range.

Remark.  Let  8 and   a be positive real numbers.  Let   C be as above.

Then, if a + C2 > flA^ + (\\A'\\oo/2C) + 2KA, it follows that

||A + aE\\M + C2>a+C2- U^ > (\\A'\\J2C) + 2KA.

Since KA + aE<KA, for a > 0, it follows that if a + C2 > {{A^ + (¡{A'W^C)

+ 2KA, there is a A with |A| < 8 such that (D + A + aE + XE)Q does

not have closed range.

Remark.  It is well known that, for any  A such that (D    + A + XE)Q  does

not have closed range, - A must be a point of the essential spectrum of any

selfadjoint extension of (D   + A)Q.

Remark. If range (D + A + AE)0 is not closed, then the range of its

adjoint operator (D + A + XE)M is not closed. Therefore there is a g in

L^[0, oo) for which there is no / in  E^[0, oo) such that (D2 + A + AE)/ = g.

Proof of Theorem 6.  Suppose that  H is the selfadjoint extension of

(D2 + A)0  formed by restricting (D    + A)M   to the set of all  f in S with

/(0) = 0.   Since  H is a finite dimensional extension of (D    + A)Q, and since

(D    + A)M  is a finite dimensional extension of H, and since, for any differ-
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ential expression L, range (LQ + XI) is closed if and only if the range of its

adjoint (E   )„ + XI is closed, where  A is real, it follows that range H + XI

is closed if and only if range  (D~ + A + XE)Q  is closed, since a finite dimen-

sional extension of a closed subspace is closed.

Suppose that  [- 8, 8]  contains no points  A  such that - A is in the es-

sential spectrum of  H.  Since the essential spectrum of H is the set of all

cluster points of the spectrum of  H, it follows that [— 8, 8] contains only

finitely many points  A such that - A is in the spectrum of H.   Let  P  de-

note the orthogonal complement of the set of eigenvectors of  H correspond-

ing to these eigenvalues. (Any point of the spectrum of H which is not in

the essential spectrum is an isolated point and therefore an eigenvalue.)

Note that P    is finite dimensional. Let Wj  be the restriction of H to P.

//j  is a selfadjoint operator taking the Hubert space  P  into itself.  It fol-

lows from the spectral theorem that  ||W [/|| > 5||/||   for every / in domain H y

Let  Qx  denote the differential expression D   + 2AD + A E + A, fot

any real number A.  Note that, for any twice differentiable /,

Q f=e'Xt(D2 + A)(eXif).

For any four times differentiable /,

(Q)) + Qxf=(D2 +A +X2E)2f-4X2D2f-2XA'f.

If f is in domain  H2, (QJ, Qxf) = ((Qx)+Qxf, /), which follows from

integration by parts, using the fact that  Q   f is in  S and (Q.fXO) = 0.   Thus,

if / is in domain (H.)  ,

\\Qxf\\2 > (8-X2)2\\f\\2 + 4X2\\Df\\2 - 2\ A|||A'||J|/||2.

If 2|A| IIa'H^ <(8 - A2)2, we see that   \\Qxf\\ >e>0 for each / in domain (HA2

such that  ll/il = 1, with e = (8 - A2)2 - 2|A| HA''^.

We wish to show that the restriction (Q,)]  of  2 .   to  domain H^  has

closed range in  L 2L0, oo).  It is easy to see that (Q   ).  is a closed operator,

so we will have showed the range is closed provided we can show that, for

every  / in domain H.   such that   ||/|| = 1, ||<2   /||    > e, where e is, as above,

(8 - A )    - 2|A| || A ||    .We have already seen that the inequality holds pro-

vided that / is in domain (H.) . However, the closure of the restriction of

/Vj   to domain (HA    is   H¡, as is the case for any selfadjoint operator.  It

is easy to see from this that the closure of the restriction of  Q.   to

domain (Wj)    is (Q   )j.  Thus the inequality holds for all  / in  domain   Hp

and therefore range (Qx)i  is closed.
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Since  H is a finite dimensional extension of H., the restriction of  Qx

to domain H is a finite dimensional extension of (Sx)j- Since (Q\)m  is in

turn a finite dimensional extension of the restriction of Qx  to domain H,

it follows from the fact that a finite dimensional extension of a closed sub-

space is closed that, when range (2X)1 is closed, range (Qx)u is closed.

Thus, when (<5 - A )   - 2|A| Há'H^ > 0, range (Q. )M  is closed» In other

words, range (Qx)u   is closed whenever  |A| < C.

Now, using Theorem 4 as in the proof of Theorem 5, we see that

nullity (Q\)aa  is constant on the set of A with  |A| < C.   Since (Q .)   = Q_x,

and since  nullity (Qx)u + nullity ((Qx) )« = 2n, it follows that this con-

stant nullity is  n.  Thus, since  2\/ = 0  if and only if / = e       g, with

(D   + A)g = 0, we see that there is an n dimensional subspace  K of solu-

tions of (D   + A)g = 0  such that, for g in  K, eXlg(t) is in E"[0, oo), and for

g not in K, e~   lg(t) is not in E"[0, oo), for any 0 < A < C.

However, if  \\A\\x + b2 > (\\A'\\ix/2b) + 2KA, for some  b > 0, we know

from Theorem 5 that  e~  lg(t) is in  E"[0, oo)  for any solution g to the equa-

tion (D2 + A)g = 0.  If ||A||^ + C2 > (HA'll^/20 + 2KA, select a positive

number  b slightly smaller than   C so that the inequality remains true.  We

have just shown that, since  b < C, there are solutions  g to the equation

(D   + A)g = 0 with  e~btg(t) not in'E2[0, oo). However, this contradicts

Theorem 5.  The contradiction arose from assuming that, for all  A with  |A| <

8, (D    + A + AE)0   had closed range.  Thus Theorem 6 is proved.
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